Pulp - Task #4821
Extend docs build machinery for pulpcore-plugin to publish Beta/RCs
05/15/2019 03:05 PM - bmbouter

Status:

CLOSED - CURRENTRELEASE

Start date:

Priority:

Normal

Due date:

Assignee:

% Done:

100%

Category:

Estimated time:

0:00 hour

Tags:

Documentation

Sprint/Milestone:

3.0.0

Platform Release:
Groomed:

No

Sprint:

Sprint Candidate:

No

Quarter:

Description
Right now we only have nightly docs for pulpcore-plugin which are here: https://docs.pulpproject.org/en/pulpcore-plugin/nightly/
It would be great to also have https://docs.pulpproject.org/en/pulpcore-plugin/beta/
Associated revisions
Revision ab5d721e - 05/20/2019 04:47 PM - dkliban@redhat.com
Problem: docs for RC are published to 'beta' directory
Solution: publish tagged builds to 'rc' directory
This patch is a temporary solution to the problem. We will need to make this machinery more robust before we start publishing GA builds and new
betas with 3.1. This effort is being tracked as https://pulp.plan.io/issues/4853
re: #4821 https://pulp.plan.io/issues/4821

History
#1 - 05/15/2019 04:37 PM - bmbouter
What urls should the RC docs live at?
#2 - 05/15/2019 04:42 PM - dkliban@redhat.com
pulpcore RC docs currently live at https://docs.pulpproject.org/en/3.0/beta/ but we don't have a site for pulpcore-plugin
#3 - 05/15/2019 06:56 PM - bmbouter
- Subject changed from Extend docs build machinery for pulpcore and pulpcore-plugin to publish Release Candidates to Extend docs build machinery
for pulpcore-plugin to publish Beta/RCs
- Description updated
dkliban@redhat.com wrote:
pulpcore RC docs currently live at https://docs.pulpproject.org/en/3.0/beta/ but we don't have a site for pulpcore-plugin
Thanks, I didn't realize that. I rewrote the issue to be for adding it for pulpcore-pluign.
I think we need to groom+add to sprint so we can be ready for rc2 release on Monday.
#4 - 05/20/2019 05:30 PM - dkliban@redhat.com
- Status changed from NEW to MODIFIED
- % Done changed from 0 to 100
Applied in changeset commit:pulpcore-plugin|9570adfe0a8979e7a10c62811afcc348f42087db.
#5 - 12/13/2019 05:03 PM - bmbouter
- Sprint/Milestone set to 3.0.0
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#6 - 12/13/2019 06:28 PM - bmbouter
- Status changed from MODIFIED to CLOSED - CURRENTRELEASE
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